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What an eventful year 2017 has been. Depending on who you
ask; Sportsman, Politician, Entertainer or Homemaker a
retrospective comment about the years highlight’s will say
different things. This has been the year in which our Clan Little
kin in North America undertook some re configuration. They had
found less people willing to step forward into Leadership roles.
In the market place there seems to be a growing number of
individuals touting for business along one path or another. There
are people who want you to pay them your cold hard cash so
they can teach you ‘to laugh’…They offer inspirational workshops
and presentations which increase passion, purpose and profit by
building health, well-being, resilience and team cohesion through
laughter, humour, Laughter Yoga and Power Break Meditation…!
For many these personal improvement programmes are
nonsensical. Was there an equivalent say three hundred years
ago in Scotland? Scotland's culture can be traced back almost a
thousand years and it's just as alive today as it has ever been.
From the ancient clans of the 12th century, each generation has
added their own cultural thumbprint, creating a unique and
vibrant country. It's no wonder more than 50 million people
across the globe claim Scottish ancestry! Scotland is home to a
wealth of internationally-renowned contemporary bands and
classical musicians currently gracing stages, stereos and
soundtracks around the world. From Celtic music to pop and
rock, intimate gigs to massive arenas, and music festivals that
will blow you away – we've got you covered. No matter what the
genre we still pay for what we get. Comedians of all sorts occupy
centre stage with the intent of making the audience laugh and
this has happened for hundreds of years. Rabbie Burns, the
Bard of Ayrshire,… Ploughman Poet and Excise man still brings
a smile into our lives especially at Hogmanay the last day of the
year.
Steward
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The Bagpiper
Lay down whatever is bothering
you, breathe in the fresh air….
Time is like a river. You cannot
touch the water twice, because
the flow that has passed will never
pass again. Enjoy every moment
of life.
As a bagpiper, I play many gigs.
Recently I was asked by a funeral
director to play at a graveside
service for a homeless man. He
had no family or friends, so the
service was to be at a pauper's
cemetery in the Nova Scotia back
country. As I was not familiar with
the backwoods, I got lost and,
being a typical man, I didn't stop
for directions. I finally arrived an hour late and saw the funeral
guy had evidently gone and the hearse was nowhere in sight.
There were only the diggers and crew left and they were eating
lunch. I felt badly and apologised to the men for being late.
I went to the side of the grave and looked down and the vault lid
was already in place. I didn't know what else to do, so I started to
play. The workers put down their lunches and began to gather
around. I played out my heart and soul for this man with no
family and friends. I played like I've never played before, for this
homeless man.
And as I played "Amazing Grace", the workers began to weep.
They wept, I wept, we all wept together. When I finished, I
packed up my bagpipes and started for my car. Though my head
was hung low, my heart was full. As I opened the door to my car,
I heard one of the workers say, "I never seen anything like that
before, and I've been putting in septic tanks for twenty years."
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Reivers
The Littles along with Armstrong, Maxwell,
Johnston, Graham, Bell, Scott, Nixon,
Kerr, Crozier, Robson, Beatties and other
families’ populated the border regions and
are integral to many legends of the lands.
It was a time when people owed their
tribal or clan loyalty to their blood relatives
or families. And it was common for these
families to straddle the Border. The
Reivers were the product of the constant
English-Scottish wars that would often reduce the Border area to
a wasteland. The continuing threat of renewed conflict offered
little incentive to arable farming. Why bother planting crops if they
may be burned before they could be harvested?
The story of the Reivers dates from the 14th century and
continued through into the late 17th century. It concerns the
border between the two sovereign countries of England and
Scotland. In those days, this Border displayed all of the
characteristics of a frontier, lacking law and order. Cattle rustling,
feuding, murder, arson and pillaging were all common
occurrences. The reiving (raiding or plundering) of livestock was
however a totally different matter, and so it became the principal
business of the Border families.
The Reiver came from every social class from labourer to peer of
the realm. He was a skilled horseman and fine guerrilla soldier,
practised in the fine arts of arson, kidnapping and extortion.
There was no social stigma attached to reiving, it was simply an
accepted way of life.
Reiving was simply a way of earning a living. Scottish Reivers
were just as likely to raid other Scots as to raid across the
English Border. Scots and English would even join forces to raid
on either side of the Border. The victims of reiving could be
anyone from outside the immediate family.
www.littleclazn.net
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Raids were planned like
military operations and
could involve gangs of
armed men and last for
days. More modest raids
might involve no more than
a short moonlit ride, a quick
plunder from a small farm
followed by a dash home
for breakfast. It’s said the
wife of one famous Border
Reiver demonstrated that
her larder was empty by
serving her husband his
spurs on a plate instead of
his dinner. The message
was clear either mount up
and go reiving, or go
hungry. The Reiver rode a
small sturdy pony known as
a hobbler, which was noted
for its ability to cover great
distances
over
difficult
ground at high speed. On
his head the Reiver would
typically wear a steel
bonnet and a quilted jacket
of stout leather sewn with
plates of metal or horn to
protect his body. Although
the Reiver carried a variety
of
weapons
including
sword, dagger and axe, his
preferred weapon was the
‘lang spear’ or Border
lance.
www.littleclazn.net
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The central governments of
both England and Scotland
attempted
in
vain
to
establish law and order
across the Border, however
a borderer would owe
allegiance to England or
Scotland only when it suited
him or his family.
It was only following the
Union between England and
Scotland in 1603 that a concerted effort was made by James I (VI
of Scotland) to rid the Border of Reivers. However, between the
death of Elizabeth I and the crowning of James I in March,
several Scottish families launched massive raids into Cumbria,
claiming to believe that when a monarch died the laws of the land
were automatically suspended until the new king was proclaimed!
James I, who now ruled over a new kingdom called Great Britain,
was furious with his Scottish subjects for relieving his new
English subjects in Cumbria of some 1,280 cattle and 3,840
sheep and goats. James issued a proclamation against ‘all rebels
and disorderly persons’.
James decreed that the Borders should be renamed ‘the Middle
Shires’ and in 1605 he established a commission to bring law
and order to the region. In the first year of the commission’s
existence it executed 79 individuals and in the years which
followed, scores more were hanged. By the early 1620’s peace
had arrived in the Borders, possibly for the first time ever.
Some view the Border Reivers as loveable rogues, while others
have compared them to the Mafia. Whatever your opinion their
legacy remains in the fortified dwellings called pele towers, their
ballads and their words now common in the English language
such as “bereave” and “blackmail”: greenmail was the proper rent
you paid, blackmail was “protection money”!
[]
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Skeletons in the cupboard…
Our Co-Trustee Neil has
written a book about his
life and times. He says
“The book was conceived
around the fact that our
grandchildren found it hard
to visualize our upbringing
and culture in the faraway
land of Scotland and the
small village of Langholm
where I grew up in in post
war Britain “. Neil’s narrative
evolved and expand into an
account of his life journey
including many topics from
his toils in black-smithing to
engineering and military
service, through to his and
Chris’s emigration to New
Zealand. “I lived a dream” talks about many social services in
which Neil has engaged and become passionate. Neil says “the
book became a reality because a good friend who was a writer of
repute bullied me into publishing it, and so began the most
challenging journey of all to a working man (writing). It has been
well received and very complementary feedback received”
.…”Organising memories and putting them into print has
been a very rewarding experience in ridding the skeletons in
the cupboard”.
This impressive book can be purchased from
the Author at neilandchrisboyd@gmail.com or
phone 06-3431677 for just $35 NZ plus post
and packing. It’s also available from ‘Hanton
and Anderson’ printers plus ‘Aramoho Book
shop’ Wanganui. NZ.
www.littleclazn.net
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THE NIGHT BEFOOR CTRISTMAS
In Langholm Tongue by Frank Zemla.
Twas the nite afoor Christmas and a'throo the hoose Emty bottuls and
cans thrawn aboot by some luise Ma bets bottul A'd hiddun near the
chimney wie care Hed been fun be some drunk whee drank it rite thair.
A oor friens un pals hed been poor't in thur beds Tae aweeke the nixt
moomeen rvie hungower heads Ma lips dry as hell, up and doon they did
flap A thowt it'd be great tae hev yin mair nightcap
Un then frae the roof a heard sic a yell We a' sprang tae oor feet tae sei
whut'd befell i Un whut tae ma bluidshoat een did a sei i Bit eiyt
staggerun reandeer catch't up a trei.
Way up the braunchees wus a man in a sieigh A knerv it wus Santa Cla'
Quite fat un quite gay Nearer un nearer thaim eiy reandeer came Wheile
auld Santa hiccupped un ca'd them by name.
Oan Whisky! Oan Burbun! We hevna goat a' nite Yow tae Gin and
Voadka lets a' dae eet rite Jump up oantae yon roof, git the hell oot o' this
trei Stert movun yow rummies A'll help ee git frei.
So up oan the roof went the reandeer and sieigh But a trei braunch hit
Santa Oh hoo heis boady did sway Un then tae ma ears leike the roall o' a
barrel A shrill uv a noaise leike nee Christmas carol
So a lifted rna heid and shairpen'd ma ear Doon the chimney hei plung'd
landun smauck oan heis rear Heis sewt was a' reed wie white fur fer a
trim The way that hei stagger't hei wuz tawnk't up tae the brim
Although hei wuz tite un try't tae stawn rite Hei didna fool mei hei wuz
high as a kite Hei spooke not a wurd un goat straiyt tae heis joab But hei
miss't haf the stoackeens that plaister't auld sloab
Then thoomun heis han' tae the tip o' heis noos Hei wiggle't heis fingurs
as hei quooteed some proase Hei Jump't for heis sleigh at sae hasty a
peece That hei tripp't oan a roof teiyle un fell flat oan heis feece
Un a heard um beich back as hei pass't oot o' site MERRY CHRISTMAS
Yow lushers. Now really git tite!
[]
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Only one nation in the world can
celebrate
the
New
Year
or
Hogmanay with such revelry and
passion – the Scots! But what are the
actual origins of Hogmanay, and why
should a tall dark stranger be a
welcome visitor after midnight?
Its believed many of the traditional
Hogmanay
celebrations
were
originally brought to Scotland by the
invading Vikings in the early 8th and 9th centuries. These
Norsemen, or men from an even more
northerly latitude than Scotland, paid particular
attention to the arrival of the Winter Solstice or
the shortest day, and fully intended to
celebrate its passing with some serious
partying.
It may surprise many people to note that Christmas was not
celebrated as a festival and virtually banned in Scotland for
around 400 years, from the end of the 17th century to the 1950s.
The reason for this dates back to the years of Protestant
Reformation, when the straight-laced Kirk proclaimed Christmas
as a Popish or Catholic feast, and as such needed banning.
There are several traditions and superstitions which should be
taken care of before midnight on the 31st December: these
include cleaning the house and taking out the ashes from the fire,
there is also the requirement to clear all your debts before “the
bells” sound midnight, the underlying message being to clear out
the remains of the old year, have a clean break and welcome in a
young, New Year on a happy note.
Immediately after midnight its traditional to sing Robert Burns‘
“Auld Lang Syne”. Burns published his version of this popular
little ditty in 1788, although the tune was in print over 80 years
before this.
www.littleclazn.net
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“Should auld acquaintance be forgot and never brought to mind?
Should auld acquaintance be forgot and auld lang syne
For auld lang syne, my dear, for auld lang syne,
We’ll take a cup o kindness yet, for auld lang syne.”

An integral part of the Hogmanay party, which is continued with
equal enthusiasm today, is to welcome friends and strangers with
warm hospitality and of course lots of enforced kissing for all.
“First footing” (or the “first foot” in the house after
midnight) is still common across Scotland. To
ensure good luck for the house the first foot should
be a dark male, and he should bring with him
symbolic pieces of coal, shortbread, salt, black bun
and a wee dram of whisky. The dark male bit is
believed to be a throwback to the Viking days, when
a big blonde stranger arriving on your door step
with a big axe meant big trouble, and probably not a
very happy New Year!
The firework displays and torchlight processions now enjoyed
throughout many cities in Scotland are reminders of the ancient
pagan parties from those Viking days of long ago.
The traditional New Year ceremony would involve people
dressing up in the hides of cattle and running around the village
whilst being hit by sticks. The festivities would also include the
lighting of bonfires and tossing torches. Animal hide wrapped
around sticks and ignited produced a smoke that was believed to
be very effective in warding off evil spirits: this smoking stick was
also known as a Hogmanay.
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What makes you laugh ?
It’s said that the Scots have a highly
developed sense of humour - because
it's free! Much ethnic Scottish humour
the seems to concentrates on bagpipes
and the Scot who is careful with his
money.
Author Gordon Irving produced a book many years ago entitled
"The Wit of the Scot" which brought together many amusing
anecdotes and stories about Scotland. When a tradesman
finishes a job at a house in Scotland, it is an old custom to offer
him a wee drink. 'Would you like a wee dram " the lady-of-thehouse asked a joiner. 'A wouldna' say No,' he replied. The lady
produced the bottle. 'How do you like it, Sandy?' she asked. He
replied: Half whisky and half water. An' pit in plenty o' water.
For those of us with Scottish heritage how much of the humour
from yesteryear has been passed on down through the
generations. The deep inner natural chuckle of the Scot is oft
tempered by a sense of awe and amazement…. At the Kirk…
a proclamation from the pulpit on Loch Lomondside: 0 yiss!
0 yiss! 0 yiss! There will be no Lord's Day here next
Sabbath, because the Laird's wife will have a muckle
washin', and she needs the kirk to dry her claes in.
According to the ‘Independent’... Glaswegians were none too
impressed with the talents of Morecambe and Wise Rex. Without
wanting to sound like a candidate for Private Eye's Pseuds
Corner column, it was Hermann Hesse who first identified the
supreme importance of comedy as a key to understanding the
human psyche. "How people love to laugh! "the author of The
Glass Bead Game once remarked. "They flock from the suburbs
in the bitter cold, they stand in line, pay money and stay out until
past midnight, only in order to laugh awhile."
Following are a few words in aid of those inclined to wax lyrical
or just need a yarn to share.
www.littleclazn.net
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o ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The old Scotsman was asked by a friend what he
thought of his nearest neighbour. He replied: "Och,
weel, he's a decent-like lad, but he's no' exactly a
temperance man. He was sittin' there juist drinkin' an'
drinkin', until I could scarcely see him."
o ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The two old Scots had imbibed overmuch. Saying his
good-night, the one told the other: "John, man, when
ye gang oot at the door, ye'll see twa cabs. Tak' the
first yin - the t'ither ane's no' there!"
o ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The wind that blows so fiercely at the top of the famous
Waverley Steps leaving the main railway station in
Edinburgh has given rise to this description of an
Edinburgh man: He can be recognised by one
particular mannerism - whenever he turns a corner, he
puts his hand up to his hat.
o ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
An old Scots minister, stressing to his congregation the
wisdom of repentance, remarked: "Yes, my friends,
unless ye repent, ye shall all perish, just as surely as
I'm gaun tae ding the guts oot o' that muckle blue flea
that's lichtit on my Bible." As he was about to strike, the
fly got away, whereupon the Scot struck the book with
all his strength and exclaimed: "My frien's, there's a
chance fur ye yet!"
o ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A young reporter from Glasgow was flown out by his
newspaper to cover the after-effects of a particularly
violent earthquake in south-east Europe. He filed a
graphic story which opened: "God sat on a mountaintop here today, and looked down on a scene of. . ."
The reporter got a cable back by return from his editor
in Glasgow. It said: "Forget earthquake, man! Interview
God."
www.littleclazn.net
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If the modern humour-fancier is more likely to acquire his or her
levity from television or the internet, then the soundness of
Hesse's point remains, and a social historian seeking to
pronounce on aspects of national identity will always find the way
made easier if he or she begins by considering the question of
what that nation thinks funny.
Already, some of the traditional analyses of reactions to
risqué humour are beginning to look very out of date.
Historians of comedy, for example, always used to maintain that
sex jokes went down badly in the West Country because of its
pious non-conformist heritage, but no, here are the proud
descendants of all those Devonian puritans screeching over
misplaced cucumbers and the lift attendant who was so keen on
going down. It is said the Scots are believed to find lavatory
humour less amusing than do the populous in elsewhere in the
UK. The average Scot seems to relish quips about the hapless
English….
The sexual humour of Roy ‘Chubby’ Brown’ is most appreciated
in the South-west. And what exactly were these? Well, Scotland,
understandably, has always been a law unto itself where comedy
is concerned. The English comedian who marched on a varietyhall stage in Dundee in the 1930s and told a joke about
clergymen was likely to be booed off out of respect for "the
minister", and even Morecambe and Wise, paying their third visit
to the Glasgow Empire in the early 1950s, were received in
complete silence, after which the stage door hand is supposed to
have remarked "Aye lads, they're beginning to like you." ….. :
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What did they wear ?
I have been reflecting around some of the sheer commercialised
romance imbedded in Scottish History. The notion of Kilts and
Tartan is the most obvious. The question must surely be ‘what
was the everyday garb of Lowlanders’? The common working
servile classes were different from the rich and famous
aristocracy. My research is indicating people in the lowlands
wore trues, leggings, tunics and plaid.... with blue bonnets.
Tartans as we see them today evolved from Prince Alberts court.
There is clear difference between Highland and Lowland
dwellers. Our ancestors were people of the lands around
Langholm, Ewes and Meikledale, apparently herders and
Shepherds on their land. Their daily dress would reflect the
practicalities of their trade or living. Here is one of the resources
which I’m reading http://histclo.com/style/skirted/Kilt/kilts-hist.html
The following notes draw from the www.histclo.com site c1999.
Kilts have become the virtual symbol of Scotland. Most foreigners
erroneously believe the Scots have been roaming the moors in
plaid skirts for eons. Actually, the Scots didn't begin wearing the
now world-recognized plaid kilt until the 18th Century. Earlier the
Scots wore long, knee-length, plaid shirts belted at the waist.
The surprising thing about the modern Scottish kilt is the extent
to which it has been influenced by the English Sasquats.
The English have influenced the kilt now worn around the world.
There is a great deal of inaccurate information spread about
Scottish kilts. The romanticism associated with the Scotland has
been one source of false information. Another has been the
adoption of kilts as almost a symbol of Scotland but using a style
created in the 18th century which had only a minimal relationship
to the true Gaelic kilt. The fact that the modern kilt and tartans
are a creation of the 18th-19th centuries has given rise to
enduring erroneous reports and misunderstanding.
The kilt is not an ancient Celtic garment. In fact the ancient Celts
were most noted for wearing trousers or breaches which the
Romans looked on as barbaric.
www.littleclazn.net
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The kilts worn by the Celtic Scots are of much more recent
origins. Its ironic in the many twists and turns of histories that the
Celtic Gauls were looked on as barbaric for wearing trousers by
the Romans who wore kilt-like skirts and togas. More than a
millennia later, the kilt-clad Scottish Highlanders were viewed as
barbaric by the now breached English and Scottish Low landers.
At the time of the Roman conquest in the 1st century AD,
Scotland as we now know it did not exist. What is now England
or southern Britain was peopled by the Celts or Gaels related to
the Gales in what is now France that had been earlier conquered
by Ceasar.
Over the next few centuries the Romans succeeded in
Romanizing much of southern Britain, but never were able to
master the Picts of northern Britain. Hadrian's Wall was built to
help keep raiding Picts out of southern Britain. The kilt does
not appear to be worn by either the Romans, Romanized Celtic
peoples, or the Picts. With the decline of Rome, the Legions were
removed (409 AD). This opened the way for Germanic invaders
(the Angles and Saxons) who overwhelmed Roman Britain and
the Celts. The Celts were pushed to the western fringes
(Cornwall and Wales) and north. The fleeing Celts established
the Kingdom of Strathclyde in what is now Scotland. More Celts
invading from Ireland established the Kingdom of Dalriada. It was
these Celts which brought the kilt to Scotland from Ireland.
Scotland emerged in the Medieval era in social blending or fusion
of the Celts (Strathcylde and Dalriada) with the Picts.
Scotland emerged in the Medieval era and the kilt brought from
Ireland was normal dress of the Scottish people, especially rural
Highland people.
English influence was at its lowest during wars with England in
the 14th and 15th centuries. Scots were generally poorer and
more backward than their English or continental European
contemporaries.
www.littleclazn.net
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One report in the late 16th century indicates that the burgesses
of Aberdeen thought that it was necessary to ban burgesses,
though not the lower classes, from wearing plaids and sometime
later from wearing blue bonnets, as well. Of course, the plaids
worn by Lowland Scots were probably not the same as the belted
plaids worn by very late medieval/early modern Highland men
wore. Its noted not all plaids are belted plaids.
There is evidence though that in the very late 16th century at
least some Highland Gaelic men were wearing their plaids as
'belted plaids' or 'folded plaids' (now commonly referred to as 'the
great kilt'), which is essentially a long blanket pleated and belted
around the waist.
Noble men from the highest and richest Highland families in the
sixteenth century appear to have begun dressing more like their
Lowland brothers, depending on if they belonged to one of the
rich and powerful Highland families that began to abandon Gaelic
culture in favour of the Lowland culture of court. Highland nobles
of the 15th or 16th century may have worn Highland fashion
while at home, but Lowland fashion if they visited court. A variety
of historical records refer to kilts being worn during this period.
Scottish leader James Graham, Earl of Montrose, sided with
Charles I in the English Civil War. In 1645 instructed his warriors,
mostly Irish, to put away their plaids and not their tunics to fight at
the battle of Kilsyth. Montrose was eventually hanged by
Parliament.
It is Bonnie Prince Charlie that has become for ever associated
with Scotland. He was in fact not a Scot. His father conceived of
seizing the British Crown from Hanoverian King George II. The
Prince landed in Scotland in 1745 with a handful of men and
launched the Jacobite Rebellion of 1745.
The English after defeating Bonnie Prinve Charlie at Culloden
Moor (1746) made a concerted effort to suppress all aspects of
Scottish nationality. One measure was to prohibit the wearing of
the kilt.
www.littleclazn.net
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The English were determined to suppress Scottish culture and
continuing resistance to English rule. The Act of 1746 made the
wearing of any form of Highland Dress illegal for all but soldiers
in Highland regiments as it was their uniform. In seeking to
destroy the very idea of ‘Scottishness’, the English in fact made
the kilt a symbol to the Scots, even wealthy Scots who would
have earlier never considered
wearing one.
This idealized picture of a kilt clad
Scottish shepherd in the late 19th
century may never have really
existed in real life. The modern kilt
is probably too expensive a
garment to be worn in outdoor
work situations.
Of course as soon as the kilt
became a national treasure, each
of Scotland's chief clans began
arguing about which clan had the
right to wear which "ancient" kilt
pattern, even though the kilt hadn't
even existed.
[]
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Clan Little of old….
There is no doubt Clan Little
internationally faces its share of
challenges. We are a Scottish clan
of the Borders which does not
currently have a chief and is
considered an armigerous clan. The Clan Little
Society had a Guardian in place of a clan chief but,
since his death in 2007, no suitable successor has appeared.
Members of the Clan Little Society may wear the Little of Morton
Rigg tartan. This sett was designed by the late Dr JC "Johnnie"
Little of Morton Rigg, then clan guardian, in 1991. It incorporates
elements of the Wallace tartan (alluding to the historical
connection to Sir William Wallace) and the Shepherd tartan.
Photographs of Littles and other Borderers from the 19th century
regularly show them in European clothing and maud (plaid) of
simple, black and white checked Border tartan or, occasionally,
European clothing with trousers made of Border tartan. In
contrast to National Scottish Dress conventions Border clansmen
occasionally wear non-matching plaids. For example, its
acceptable to wear trews in the Little of Morton Rigg tartan and a
maud in Border tartan.
Members of the Little clan established in Ewesdale, Eskdale and
Wauchopedale. Following the House of Douglas' forfeiture as
tenants-in-chief, following the Battle of Arkinholm in 1455, the
Eskdale-Ewesdale lands passed to the Maxwells. The exceptions
were the homes of the Littles at Meikledale and the Elliots at
Arkelton, which were not feudal property. By the start of the 16th
century, Clan Armstrong had risen to power such
that it was reputed in 1528 that they could muster
3,000 horsemen, Littles amongst them. David
Little was the last Little to be Laird of Meikledale.
Throughout the 18th and 19th centuries, Littles
migrated throughout the United Kingdom, to North
America, Australia and New Zealand.
www.littleclazn.net
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Little Clan
or

Visit our web site www.littleclan.net
Little Clan has operated in our area since 1991 and
formed into a Charitable Trust which was registered in
December 2013. There are descendants of Scottish
Immigrants
resident
throughout
the
Southern
Hemisphere who are proud of their ancestry. Scottish
ANZACs are New Zealanders and Australians who
celebrate their heritage and culture in the new lands
they learned to call home. If you are connected or
interested in your heritage please contact us.
Write: Allen Little QSM,JP
Steward Clan Little (NZ&A)
7 Earl Street
Levin 5510
New Zealand

Email:

kiwilittle@inspire.net.nz
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